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 Nowadays, with the occurrence of new attacks and raised challenges have 

been facing the security of computer systems. Cyber security techniques have 

become essential for information technology services to detect and react 

against cyber-attacks. The strategy of cyber security enables visibility of 

various types of attacks and vulnerabilities throughout computer networks, 

whilst also provides detecting cyber-attacks and effective ways of identifying 

and preventing them. This study mainly focuses on the performance analysis 

and challenges faced by cyber security using the latest techniques. It also 

provides a review of the attack detection process including the robust 

effectiveness of intelligent techniques. Finally, summarize and discuss some 

methods to increase attack detection performance utilizing deep learning (DL) 

architectures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As information and communication technologies advance, novel challenges emerge that need to be 

addressed in system security. Because of advancements in cyber security technology, attackers are considering 

new and advanced methods of attacking networks [1]. The aim of network security is to defend and prevent 

unauthorized access to computers, networks, programs, and information [2]. Modern society is becoming 

increasingly interconnected via the internet. Therefore, cybersecurity is an essential consideration for 

information technology as well as internet services [3]. The term “cyber security” refers to high-tech 

information security that includes strategies for protecting networks, devices, software, and information from 

unauthorized access [4]. The integrity security system of cyber security refers to a set of safety procedures that 

can be used to defend cyberspace against attacks [5]. The primary goal of a cyber-defense system is to keep 

data confidential, integral, and available [6]. With the widespread use of networks and the emergence of new 

types of cyber threats, network security is becoming increasingly important [7]. The main challenge in the area 

of network security is identifying different types of network attacks, especially those that have never been 

observed before, and updating behavior on a regular basis [8]. Threats and attacks come in a variety of forms, 

including active and passive attacks, external and internal attacks, known and unknown attacks, and spam [9]. 

In general, security attacks are divided into two main kinds: first, active attacks that try to alter the regular 

functionality of a network, such as denial-of-service (DOS), which is the riskiest attack that involves numerous 

attackers and overwhelms a system with a large amount of incoming requests. The second, which is a passive 

attack, happens when the attackers try to decode and analyze the information exchanges to get significant 

information about the legitimate transmitter-receiver nodes [10]. Intelligent techniques are contributing for 

detecting and analyzing performance various types of attacks in the of cyber space [11]. Network security is 
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based on machine learning (ML) algorithms capable of processing big datasets, feature learning, feature 

extracting, classifying, predicting, and identifying attacks [12]. However, traditional ML algorithms are not 

capable of providing distinctive feature descriptors to address the problem of attack detection, due to model 

complexity limits [13]. ML has made a significant breakthrough with the structure of neural networks, which 

are referred to as DL because of their architecture of deep layers for solving big amounts of data [14]. 

The defense process of cyberspace against cyber-attacks faces numerous challenges that affect the 

performance of detection attacks [15]. The main obstacles point which are complexity of attacks , new features 

of attacks, the frequent updates of attacks by covering themselves in regular time [16]. In each detection attack 

strategy, several tools and techniques are grouped together based on their functionalities, such as system-level 

monitors, and network traffic analyzers. In data collection, the amount of raw data captured can be used to 

convert any packet details into understandable ones by using software defined networks (SDNs) [17]. The 

moderen programming environment for research on cyber-attacks represents a useful tool for training and 

testing to detect vulnerabilities and attacks [18]. The python programming language with most important 

packages of labraries is used to offer a cybersecurity solution for network traffic issues [19], [20]. Furthermore, 

the different statistical tools used in the data preparation stage for analyzing data, such as the orange and R 

reduce the complexity of the data set and find relations between features [21], [22]. 

This paper aims to highlight the challenges faced in the field of cybersecurity in detecting and 

identifying cyberattacks using various intelligent techniques, DL and ML. The rest of this paper is structured 

as follows: In section 2, overviews of cybersecurity, section 3 relevant concepts, cyber-attack detection, and 

section 4 cyber security challenges are illustrated. The literature review in detail is shown in section 5, and the 

discussion and comparison are presented in section 6. The section 7 is about assessment and recommendations. 

Finally, section 8 presents the conclusion. 

 

 

2. CYBER SECURITY 

Cyber security, or information technology security, is the protection and measures adopted to defend 

computer systems, networks, software, hardware, and information from illegal access [23]. The field of cyber 

security is becoming increasingly significant due to the increased reliance on computer systems, smart devices, 

internet service, wireless networks, intelligent applications, and numerous devices that constitute the internet 

of things (IoT), including having a defensive strategy against malicious attacks [24]. Computer systems around 

the world need systems based on the detection and predictive analysis of cyber threats performance depending 

on building intelligent model. The model design of cyber security is constructed on integral, confidential, and 

available information [25]. The purpose of cyber security is to protect cyber space such as personal information, 

e-government data, e-marketing websites, e-business reports, and various applications from unauthorized 

penetration [26]. In addition, it covers the security of software and equipment that ensure and guarantee the 

privacy and integrity of the data under protection from a variety of threats and attacks [27]. The possible 

dangers of computer security that are strenuous or hard to detect and it is a security violation are referred to as 

threats, and any attempt to commit any violation is referred to as an attack [28]. 
 

2.1.  Cyber security applications 

In order to defend against various kinds of cyberattacks, numerous organizations and projects have 

been established. Cyber security applications are are employed in many different fields including industry, 

financial institutions, enterprise, government, and businesses, to collect and store confidential information on 

computers and transmit it over networks to other computers [29]. The key domains of cybersecurity vary 

depending on the digital infrastructure that has to be protected. Such as: information security, network security, 

IoT security, information communication security, database security, cloud security, application security, 

server security and mobile security are all terms that can be used to describe different types of security [30]. 
 

2.2.  Intelligent techniques for cyber security 

Currently, the trend in cyber security popularity relates to learning algorithms, which have been 

increasing [31]. DL and ML are advantageous for developing security models because they are more accurate, 

particularly in the feature learning process when dealing with enormous of data [32]. The DL networks need a 

massive amount of data to feed the network for the building model. The datasets are based on data gathered 

from various network traffic resources. It represents a set of data records containing a variety of features and 

pertinent data, from which the cybersecurity model originates [33]. Many datasets exist in the field of 

cybersecurity, including malware analysis, intrusion detection, DDoS attack detection and prediction, IoT 

attack prediction, and spam analysis, all of which are different cases in cyber security used for different 

purposes by utilizing learning algorithms [34]. In general, attack detection can be achieved using ML, 
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evolutionary algorithms, intelligent algorithms, DL, as well as data mining techniques. The majority of attack 

prevention strategies use traffic analysis to identify and prevent malicious activity [35]. 
 

2.3.  Cyber attacks 

A cyber-attack is any attempt to control computer systems or networks without permission with the 

intent to destroy, disable, or steal data held within these systems. These attacks may target any internet-

connected device or person. Users individually, crucial public services, big businesses, governments, or even 

whole countries. In order to defend against cyber-attack, it's essential to recognize and analyze the variety of 

cyber-attack scenarios and methods that are used nowadays. The key to efficient cyber security is tracking 

updating and growing cyberattacks in cyberspace [36]. The section that follows goes through some of the most 

recent and common cyber-attacks seen today. 
 

2.3.1. Malware 

It is a type of malicious software, known as malcode, a type of damaging computer code or web script 

with the purpose of gaining access or causing harm to a computer, client, server or network [37]. Malwares are 

any codes that can be generated by an attacker or team in order to steal data or circumvent access controls in 

order to compromise a system [38].The different kinds of malware include viruses, worms, trojan horses, 

ransomware, time bombs, polymorphic, rootkits, adware, spyware, and keyloggers, but the main categories are 

viruses, worms, and trojans, each of which has its unique characteristics and traits [39]. 
 

2.3.2. Phishing 

The phishing attack is regarded as one of the most harmful attacks. Phishing, also known as brand 

spoofing, is a process of gaining access to personal data in order to disrupt or misuse it by showing itself as a 

legitimate user [40]. Usually, sending them via phishing emails. These emails can collect fake webpages and 

capture the details of personal informations. Phishing attacks comes in variety of forms, such as malicious 

websites, phishing over email, and phishing over the phone [41]. 
 

2.3.3. Distributed denial of service 

Refers to an attacker who makes several requests to shut down a system or network on a single target [42]. 

The DDOS build-up DoS attack, in which numerous attackers are compromised, will target a single victim and 

produce a denial of service for the user of the targeted resource. DDoS attacks are commonly divided into three 

categories: application layer threats, protocol threats, and volume-based threats [43]. DDOS attacks are the 

most dangerous attacks in this decade because they do not necessitate a penetration of the whole network, just 

finding a gap to disturb the computer system [44]. 
 

2.3.4. SQL injection 

The process of passing SQL code into interactive web applications cyber-attack involves using code 

to enter databases and steal information [45]. An attempt to issue SQL commands to a database via a website 

interface is known as a SQL injection attack. Due to the availability of user-input fields, all of these website 

features are vulnerable to SQL injection attacks. The SQL injection attacks take advantages of the power of 

code for damaging purposes, typically by intrusion into the back end of an application [46]. 
 

2.3.5. Zero-day 

It is identified as a novel attack. Zero-day attacks refer to the harm to or theft of data from a system 

affected by a vulnerability problem. These attacks exploit either new gaps or vulnerabilities in software or 

hardware in novel ways and cannot be matched against known signatures. When a vulnerability has already 

been exploited, the attacker uses a zero-day exploit to conduct a cyber-attack, which can lead to issues such as 

identity theft or data loss [47]. 
 

 

3. CYBER ATTACKS DETECTION 

Cybersecurity is a continuously evolving on network, constantly active process with cyber-attacks 

development more frequent and sophisticated. Due to enormous amounts of traffic data, traditional detection 

systems cannot keep up with the requirements of security administrators and analysts to defend and protect 

against various new types of attacks [48]. 

Cyber attacks detection by ML has made progress in cyber-attack detection and is efficient for 

analyzing data, which is used to build an appropriate model for making the right decisions. In cyber security 

datasets, various algorithms are used, such as support vector machines (SVM) and principal component 

analysis (PCA), which are applied to reduce the dimensionality [49]. One of the big challenges facing the cyber 

security domain is the traditional ML approaches described in previous works cannot effectively deal with 
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sophisticated security problems and massive data in cyberspace. As a result, developing DL architecture-based 

cyber-attack detection methods has become a primary solution due to their ability to explore and exploit the 

complicated relationships between the collected datasets or collected information by monitoring network, 

system status, behavior, features, and the usage of the system, which could detect unauthorized users [50]. 

DL is used to improve cyberspace security, and various challenges in incorporating DL into cyber 

security are analyzed [51]. In the last decade, DL innovation has been employed in a variety of cases related to 

cyber security, including DDoS detection and prediction, intrusion detection, spam detection, phishing and 

malware detection on computer networks analysis and for real-world data [52]. In the DL model, the progress 

of a cyber security model is to automatically select features and provide feature learning in network layers [53]. 

The feature selection of anomaly detection techniques is a critical point for cyber network [54]. It can help to 

select general features such as unusual behavior of user to detect, predict, and prevent various types of attacks [55]. 

The intelligence techniques have the main role of selecting the number of features and analyzing the traffic 

network to identify the type of attack in a data set and in real time data [56]. 

 

 

4. CHALLENGES OF USING INTELLIGENT TECHNIQUE FOR CYBER SECURITY 

Securing information systems has become one of the biggest challenges of the present day. With the 

increase of cyber-attacks that can cause more damage to computer systems, it is becoming difficult to identify 

cyber-attacks in big cyber space [57]. The cyber security model in organizations needs a security analyst to 

protect the systems. The security analyst faces many challenges related to cyber security attack detection, 

prediction, and prevention [58]. As a result, after reviewing state-of-the-art algorithms and techniques of ML, 

DL and artifiial intelligence (AI) algorithms, those were used to face challenges for the attack detection process. 

Many other problems and issues are exposed as well. Some of these main issues are discussed below. 
 

4.1.  Dataset 

The data set is a collection of data gathered from network traffic with various features and different 

network resources [59]. The large size of cyber data is one of the main challenges because the data sets include 

massive amount of redundant, outliers, and useless data, such as the in KDD-Cup 1999 data set [60].  

In this case of dataset, the data preprocessing stage needs data mining and statistics techniques to extract 

benefits data from big data [61]. The most famous datasets uncovered some types of cyber-attack features 

because the datasets were outdated and cyber-attacks were covered and could be updated with new behaviors. 

As a result, dealing with the most recent update to the dataset is one of the best ways to detect new attacks [62]. 

DL techniques perform better when dealing with large amounts of data for both training and testing 

stages [63]. Data is collected from heterogeneous sources in order to build a strong security system [64].  

Real-time and novel attacks are rarely seen in widely available databases. Due to these limitations, the most recent 

and exemplary benchmark dataset has yet to be identified. The main problems with datasets are the poor quality 

of the data and the availability of less data. Furthermore, the data contains imbalanced attack categories [65]. 
 

4.2.  Real time data 

Several traditional detection methods fail due to their limitations in real-time data, because of the 

complexity, universality, or heterogeneity of sources. Real-time data collection needs the procedure of 

monitoring network traffic for feature extraction. There are many tools used to analyze and monitor network 

traffic, such as Netflow, Kali Linux, and Wireshark. The real-time environment issues for attack detection are 

limited to dealing with machine learning algorithms [66]. In the real world, feature extraction makes detection 

attacks more reliable and useful in sampling. On the other hand, they note that the real datasets could be lacking 

with respect to the features identified because they are collected from different sources and regular growing 

attacks [67]. Cybercriminals generate new attacks and update them on a daily basis in order to disclose the 

network’s weaknesses. If there are more false alarms, security administrators will lack confidence in the system [68]. 

The DL deals with real-time data, which is the optimal solution, particularly for feature learning purposes [69]. 

The model of DL can adapt with real-time data even updated data and added new complex features [70]. 
 

4.3.  Time complexity 

In the case of a real-time environment, it is more complex to detect an attack in less time than expect 

it to occur because of network issues and equipment [71]. On the other hand, the offline data set to build a 

cyber security model is split into two main stages: training and testing data. The time consumed in both stages 

is different from the intelligent algorithms that run and detect attacks. The performance and time required for 

detecting attacks depend on the algorithm that is used to build the security model. It also depends on the 

environment of the model working on it, including software and system properties. Most of the attack detection 

models suffer from longer training time, which affects the performance of the model. The cyber security gap 
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exists between the times an attacker successfully escapes prevention security systems. The complexity of time 

for ML and DL models for attack detection and building models has been improving speed and computational 

cost by using advanced hardware to reduce training and testing model time [72]. To overcome the latency in 

attack detection, ML and DL approaches necessitate amount of high-performance resources and data while 

training models. Using multiple GPUs is one approach, but it is neither power-efficient nor cost-effective [73]. 
 

4.4.  Growing new attacks 

Through the growth of cyber-attacks, there are two main challenges in using ML to handle these new 

attacks. Firstly, ML and DL models are used to locate previously unseen activity. Secondly, newer attacks are 

frequently more technically advanced than earlier ones [74]. Cyber security models are frequently trained with 

more past features, which means previous actions recorded in the dataset. The latest attacks may escape from 

classifiers and generate a false alarm or reduce the detection rate. In case of malware each year, there are over 

6 million new strains of malware attacks discovered. It is also easy for an attacker to circumvent signature-

based approaches. Malware can be reformed without altering its behavior but changing its signature [75]. 

Previous detection solutions have many limitations because they depend on information about known 

threats but are often powerless to identify the unknown. The behavior-based detection of the unknown is the 

main challenge in cybersecurity because of unseen attacks, in this case the detection rate becomes very low 

and false negatives increase. Exploration allows analysts to discover new anomalies that are not yet covered 

by rules and select features useful for detection [68]. Researchers are currently focused automated ML and DL 

models to detect new and previously undetected cyber attack is one of the greatest practices to adopt [76]. 
 

4.5.  Predictive attacks 

The network will be more protected if analysts are able to predict or anticipate cyber-attacks.  

The current prediction process indicates that there is limited success. The prediction based on network 

vulnerabilities can be effective, but requires up-to-date knowledge of the network, which is challenging due to 

errors in attacks detection, incomplete network information and attack obfuscation [77]. Using ML and data 

mining techniques to predict cyber-attacks can be helpful to reduce the number of features cyber-attacks [78]. 

A building prediction model should extract historical data and previously seen features of attacks action stored 

in order to predict next action of cyber-attacks [50]. This model needs recurring attack patterns and knowledge 

of different types of attacks previously attack known using feed-forward DL recurrent neural networks (RNN) 

and long short-term memory (LSTM) is a sequence learning [79]. 
 

4.6.  Machine learning algorithms 

The selection of an effective and suitable ML technique for a certain problem remains a challenging 

matter of critical concern. It depends on the types of data. ML provides solutions for most cyber security issues, 

such as detection, prevention, identification, and perdition attacks [80]. The main problem with ML-detection 

software is the impossible number of alerts it generates with low accuracy detection to develop a system that 

handles false positives and reduces false alerts [81]. The unavailability of benchmark and updated datasets for 

ML model training is a significant challenge. The traditional and single cyber security ML algorithm may fail 

to cope with various problems of attack detection as a result, using the hybrid DL and ML method to overcome 

issue. Building robust ML models and combining the advantages of both incremental and DL can yield 

incredible results. The main challenge of learning algorithms is insufficient quantities of training data in the 

case of overfitting or underfitting. The overfitting refers to a model that the training data too well. on other 

hand, underfitting refers to a model that can neither model the training data nor generalize to new features [82]. 
 

4.7.  Complex features 

Every time a new device connects online, in turn, both the quantity of data flows and the variety of 

attack aspects are growing. The features contain different categories of data types. The exponential growth of 

the IoT, 5G technology, cloud computing, and big data is accompanied by the generation of complex types of 

data [83]. In cyberspace, there is a wide range of attack types with complex features and behaviors their 

sophistication is increasing. The security model needs some important features to identify the type of attack. 

The selection of features helps reduce the time and complexity of the model. The feature selection processes 

are used to select the most general behaviors of attacks in the process of detection and classification [84]. 
 

4.8.  Evaluation metric 

The performance of models in detecting attacks, particularly in detection tasks, is described through 

evaluation metrics. ML algorithms are evaluated using many performance indicators [85]. Classification and 

clustering tasks both have different metrics for evaluating the accuracy of a model [86]. Selecting an 

appropriate metric is a main challenge because different metrics are proposed to evaluate different problems 

and the application of cyber security cases will result in different outcomes based on the metrics of accuracy, 
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confusion matrix, time, cohen Kappa, error rate, precision, sensitivity, recall, and specificity. It is necessary to 

consider an agreed-upon set of measures for comparing results with similar scenarios in order to make 

additional improvements [68]. The process of detecting attacks in a real-time network is evaluated and analyzed 

using different metrics such as average response time, average errors, and software response [87]. 
 

 

5. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Recently, much research has been presented in the literature to improve the issues of cybersecurity, 

which involves preventing, detecting, predicting, defending, and recovering from cyber-attacks. This section 

discusses some methods used for attack types, data collection, challenges facing researchers, and problem 

domains and methods used for problem solving. Vinayakumar et al. [88], presented advanced ML algorithms 

such as hybrid DL framework for real-time malware visual detection. Also, for dimensionality reduction 

technique used feature engineering and feature learning to reduce volume of big dataset. Furthermore, a new 

upgraded approach for detecting effective new attacks known as zero-day malware detection based on static 

and dynamic analysis has been developed. On both public and private datasets from various sources, the 

proposed approach was used. The use of DL for robust intelligent zero-day malware detection significantly 

improved attack detection accuracy. 

Wang and Jones [89], this paper focused on the large volume of data produced by network flows and 

system tools. The different characteristics of data in network traffic are analyzed using the R language and its 

functions. They performed the data preprocessing stage, including removing redundant and missing values, to 

get the best quality of data. In addition, a statistical analysis of variables and a clustering analysis based on the 

k-means cluster are carried out. The proposed method efficiently solves and analyzes different data types and 

attacks detection. Obitade [90], presented one of the challenges when detecting cyber-attacks in the big space 

of data with complex features. Analyze and organize big data with different features to improve cyber space 

protection. As a methodological framework, the resource-based view (RBV) provided advanced analytic 

functions of big data analytics as a way to extract value from the space of massive amounts of data. The survey 

in this paper uses data from 479 business and information security executives and draws from the RBV. 

Arivudainambi et al. [91], proposed a novel method of malware attack detection which is a hybrid of PCA and 

ANN for classifying malicious traffic rather than using the traditional single model because the single method 

fails to handle various types of attacks. The experimental results show that the proposed method is efficient for 

classifying attack with 99% accuracy and requiring less time to detect attacks. 

Novo et al. [92], focused on common AI and ML algorithms applied to IDS cases. The first important 

step is to handle the problem of big data in cybersecurity. The UNSW-NB15 dataset is divided into groups. It 

is widely used in cybersecurity for the detection of various types of attacks based on features. They evaluated 

which neural network model (multilayer or recurrent) and ML algorithm get higher accuracy and decrease the 

computational load of the system depending on the group of data. According to the performance of the 

proposed model, the RNN is the best architecture for training data stage. Zhang et al. [93], proposed a novel 

method based on DL, which is the parallel cross convolutional neural network (PCCN) for attack detection. 

This method is used for the feature learning process to increase the detection performance of imbalanced 

abnormal flows. Also, enhance the feature extraction for multi-classes to reduce the amount of useless data. 

There are many challenges handled in this proposed model, such as detecting attacks in different classes, 

reducing detection time, and using DL architecture rather than traditional ML. The experiment was applied to 

the CICIDS2017 data set using the CICFlowMeter-V3 tool to extract 84-dimensional flow features. Also, the 

real-time dataset is used in the training and testing stages. Overall, PCCN gets better performance in accuracy 

detection. 

Chen et al. [94], proposed a CNN algorithm for feature extraction because of the big volume and 

complexity of feature malware attacks. The challenges of malware attack detection are in the diversity and 

complexity of the types and structures of features that include source code, binary files, and other behaviors. 

The purpose of this research is to identify and detect different types of malware from different data collection 

samples of datasets from honeypots, Github, and the NCHC malware knowledge base, GNU. The accuracy of 

false positive alerts was higher than 90% in all experiments. Fang et al. [95], in this work, developed a method 

for predicting different cyber-attacks using DL architecture by utilizing Bi-directional recurrent neural 

networks with long short-term memory (BRNN-LSTM). The proposed work uses five real-world data sets 

which handle the problem of dataset long-range dependence and high nonlinearity. The method BRNN-LSTM 

achieved higher prediction accuracy compared to traditional statistics approaches with sufficient results. 

Ibor et al. [96], proposed new model for predicting cyberattacks using DL architecture was 

conveniently into a new model using (ReLU) as the activation function in the hidden layers of a deep feed-

forward neural network. This work achieved best represents the features beneficial for predicting cyberattacks 

in the use of a dataset of CICIDS2017 and UNSW_NB15. There are different processes performed in this 
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model, such as feature selection, ranked features, dimensionality reduction, and the k mean clustering algorithm 

at the initial stage, to generate a set of input vectors called hyper-features. The model is applied to a python 

environment. The experimental result gets high prediction accuracy of 99.99%. 

Elmrabit et al. [97], evaluated 12 ML algorithms to detect attacks applied to three data sets, which are 

CICIDS-2017, UNSW-NB15, and the industrial control system (ICS). The challenges of this work are that 

attackers’ behaviors change continuously over time, and it is difficult to point to one algorithm for detecting 

different cyber-attacks. The evaluation results of the proposed work find that the random forest (RF) algorithm 

achieves the highest accuracy in attack detection. Shaukat et al. [98], the objective of this work is to evaluate 

which of three algorithms for ML techniques, including DBN, decision tree, and SVM achieves high accuracy 

for cyber-attack detection. The challenge of this research was detecting a sophisticated and new attack which 

is zero-day attacks. The proposed model is applied to different datasets which are Spambase, Twitter Dataset, 

Enron, Spambase, NSL-KDD, malware dataset, KDD CUP99 with different types of attacks. The evaluation 

of this work illustrated that different ML algorithms are being used for different cyber attacks.  

Singh et al. [99], in this research presented the detection of phishing attacks based on CNN as applied 

to e-commerce web pages. The proposed work faces challenging issues due to the semantic structure of web 

pages it attempts to identify a phishing attack. The data preprocessing is applied and feature extraction from 

the URLs is automatically done through its hidden layers. The result showed that the model achieved accuracy 

of 98.00% with reducing detection time. Zhang et al. [100], introduced the challenge of unknown attack 

detection, but they mentioned in research that it is still an unsolved problem completely because of the 

difficulties of collecting unknown attack samples and the inability to detect them in a timely manner. The 

proposed method uses learning the mapping relations between feature space and semantic space to recognize 

unknown attacks and deals with zero-shot learning. The test of this work has been applied to the NSL_KDD 

dataset. The experimental results showed that the accuracy of the unknown attack detection reached 88.3%. 

Sedjelmaci [101], presented the distributed detection systems executed on the different critical 5G 

wireless systems to protect them from dangerous network attacks such as jamming and DDoS attacks. In this 

study, proposed a new cooperative detection system based on hierarchical reinforcement learning (RL) 

algorithms to classify network attacks. The experimental results showed that the RL detection system enhances 

the detection of new misbehavior attacks with high accuracy. 

Mane et al. [102], presented genetic programming model used to defend such vulnerabilities in 

systems. A modern DDoS dataset is applied to detect novel attacks. This dataset contains new attacks collected 

from various environments and produced using network simulator (NS2). The results showed that the proposed 

model detects DDoS attacks with the accuracy of 98.67% applied by python. 

Zuech et al. [103], proposed detecting web attacks using random under sampling and ensemble 

learners. Mostly, the challenge of this work is to treat class imbalance problems, which is an important 

consideration for cybersecurity and ML. Eight different ML classifiers are employed with different 

undersampling (RUS) ratios. The classification performance in detecting web attacks is applied to the CSE-

CIC-IDS2018 dataset. Are the researchers’ requirements to get answers to three questions about using 

statistical approaches, in various classifiers, and undersampling ratios, significant techniques for web attacks, 

after conducting research, it became evident that the answer to all questions is yes. 

In 2021 Kumar and Sinha [104], suggested a novel robust intelligent cyber-attack detection method. 

The ML and DNN approach are used to defend against anomaly attacks, which are zero-day attacks that target 

unknown vulnerabilities in systems. The proposed work involves two phases: first, signature generation, and 

second, the evaluation phase. The result of the analysis of the proposed zero-day attack detection showed higher 

performance with an accuracy of 91.33% for the binary classification and an accuracy of 90.35% for multi-

class classification on real-time data. The data is captured by creating a simulated environment that consists of 

10 genuine. The performance applied to CICIDS18 showed the best results for detecting zero-day attacks. 

Ugwu et al. [105], built a learning model which is LSTM for DDoS attack detection with SVD 

algorithm.This study was evaluated based on the UNSW-NB15 and NSL-KDD datasets. The processes of 

dimensionality reduction, feature extraction, and preprocessing stage are applied to reduce redundant features 

employed in building model. The results showed that the proposed model represents a significant improvement 

when compared with the traditional ML algorithm. Also, the LSTM model performed better on UNSWNB15 

with an accuracy of 94.28% and NSL-KDD dataset with an accuracy of 90.59%. Yang [106], presented an 

intrusion detection system based on DL that applies BLSTM architecture to the system. The proposed model 

was tested and trained on the UNSW-NB15 data set. The results of this work illustrated that the intrusion 

detection system effectively improve at detecting known or unknown attacks on features of the network under 

the current network environment with high accuracy. Aslan and Yilmaz [107], proposed novel hybrid DL 

algorithms for the classification of malware rather than using traditional AI and ML algorithms, which are no 

longer effective in detecting all new and complex malware updates. This work involves four main stages, which 

are: data collection, design of a deep neural network architecture, training of the proposed deep neural network, 

and evaluation of the trained deep neural network. The proposed novel hybrid model is applied to the Malimg, 
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Microsoft BIG 2015, and Malevis datasets. In general, the experimental results showed that the suggested 

method can effectively classify malware with high accuracy 97.78% attacks detection. 
 

 

6. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON 

This paper provides a comprehensive review of the studies that have been conducted most recently 

on cybersecurity. There are many challenges faced by the analyst when using intelligent techniques to address 

cybersecurity issues pointed out with solutions in the papers reviewed. Also, it describes the different cyber-

attack types and defense methods, and the suitable algorithms used in intelligent techniques (machine learning 

and deep learning) schemes for cybersecurity attack detection in terms of feature reduction, big data set 

analysis, real-time data, new types of attack, and time complexity. Finally, the issues and challenges of 

cybersecurity are highlighted, and provided solutions are discussed with assessments and recommendations. 

The employment of DL algorithms in solving cyber security challenges is progressing. The main 

challenge is dealing with complex, big data sets and collecting real-time data with different types of features. 

The process of collecting online data uses tools and statistical techniques that are not reliable. In this study, we 

presented some benchmark datasets with descriptions and evaluated their performance in representing ways to 

demonstrate the current working state of attack detection methods with intelligent technique structures. DL 

algorithms have increased the efficiency of the decision model in detecting vulnerable risks in cyberspace. 

However, many gaps remain unaddressed due to the limitations of the DL method. A robust learning 

architecture is utilized to train models for feature analysis and pattern detection. Most studies prove that DL 

techniques achieve the best solution as compared with traditional ML algorithms in the process of detection, 

identification, prediction, prevention, recognition, and early detection of different types of attacks. As a result 

of the review, it is now possible to classify and identify the most common types of attacks, vulnerabilities, and 

defense mechanisms depending on specific techniques, which is hybrid DL architecture, because the process 

of building a security model needs many stages to overcome the different challenges it faces. To make the work 

more focused, the research objectives are presented in Table 1 (see in Appendix). 
 

 

7. ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATION 

The recommendation and solution in order to overcome challenges should be to build a robust 

intelligent system that works with high accuracy detection attacks. The important point is that the different 

learning models are being used for specific different cyber-attacks. The use of hybride DL architecture is one 

of the best methods for issues of cyber security in case detection, prediction, and prevention of cyber-attacks. 

The DL couldn’t produce sufficient results with the less volume of data, poor quality of data available and 

imbalanced data in classes. The large volume of data collection informs security decisions and detects the right 

type of attack because it consists of various types of features and feeds the network sufficient data. 

The issue with collecting real data by using security tools is that they lack coverage of all features to 

anticipate cyber-attacks. Also, the analyst is unable to compare results achieved by a specific case of real-time 

data cyber-attack with previous work because the data may be collected with different network resources in 

different domains. On the other hand, the offline dataset needs updating to cover the behavior of new types of 

attacks. Collection of more data to avoid imbalanced data in data sets, which refers to the number of features 

per type of attack that is not equally distributed. This leads to model bias for the type of attack that is more 

available in the data training set. The imbalanced data in classification attacks may give incorrect accuracy to 

the model. As a result, the first step in data preprocessing, which includes data cleaning, handling imbalanced 

data, feature scaling, removing outliers, data transformation and dimension reduction to prepare data before 

training model. There is a possibility that conventional attack detection methods using ML, data mining, and 

statistical techniques miss many new cyber-attacks. The main challenges of learning algorithms are insufficient 

quantities and non-reprehensive training data. Furthermore, both the poor quality of the data and irrelevant 

features are negatively affected by the performance of training model. Additionally, it is important to address 

the problem of overfitting and underfitting of the training data stage, because both cases increase model 

complexity and the duration time of training. To reduce the time of the training process, it is suitable using 

feature scaling technique. This technique limits the features to a certain range, which is often between zero and 

one, to speed up the training process because the disparity in the size of the features necessitates more 

processing and takes longer time. There are various metrics for evaluating that can be identified by the purpose 

of the model, such as detection rate by accuracy, time of detection, precision, recall, and f1score, and so on, to 

analyze the performance of a cyber security model for attack detection. 

The main point of this research is that there is no specific intelligent algorithm to detect and predict a 

specific type of attack with high accuracy. Hence the best way to recommend solutions for detecting different 

types of attacks is to build a robust model architecture based on the most-suited algorithms for a particular 
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problem. As a final point, recently, according to the Cisco annual internet report and the most recent of studies 

identified that the DDOS which is the most dangerous and fast-growing attack to disrupt the normal traffic of 

a targeted server, network and computer system. 
 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

The trend of cyber security technology has achieved improvements in computer system and network 

security measures through detecting and reacting against cyber-attacks. This paper presents the main important 

challenges and limitations of using intelligent techniques in cyber security with solution methods and analysis 

performance, as well as a comprehensive bibliography in this area. Furthermore, it provides description of the 

types of cyber-attacks in cyber space. The DDoS an active attack type has been dangerous threats to the cyber 

world because of their potential to bring down victims and their capability to expand and change. There are 

various types of attack features with different case domains. Detecting cyber-attacks has undoubtedly become 

a big data problem. A dataset is a crucial point for the training and testing of building models because there is 

the unavailability of representative datasets for each attack domain. The using of hybrid DL model to secure 

cyber-space dedicated of the recent research works to solve computer security challenges has made significant 

progress by ensuring the robustness of a network as well as maintaining the integrity of the data. 
 

 

APPENDIX 

 

 

Table 1. Cybersecurity challenges for cyber attacks detection 
Ref  Attack 

type 

Data Challenges Problem domain Method used for problem solution 

[88] Zeroday 

malwares 

Real time public and 

private datasets 

In real time identifying large number 

unknown malwares. 

Network traffic 

 

Robust intelligent detection using 

Hybrid DL.  

[89] Various 

attacks 

Masquerading user data 

and KDD CUP 

Big data different characteristics in 

different network traffic 

Network traffic Correlation analysis of features 

clustering analysis based k-means, 

[90] Different 

cyber attacks 

Collected from IS and 

business executives 

Analyze big data volumes improve 

cyber protection 

479 business 

organization and 

IS 

Advanced data analytics using RBV 

methodological framework 

[91] Novel 

Malware 

Network traffic dataset Traditional ML and single model 

fail to cope with new attack 

network traffic 

classification 

Extreme surveillance. 

Hybrid PCA and ANN. 

[92] 8 types of 

attacks 

Divide data set UNSW-

NB15 to groups 

Evaluate of ML algorithm to 

computational load of system 

IDS network 

traffic 

Neural Network algorithms using 

RNN get best results 

[93] 14 types 

of attacks 

CICIDS2017 dataset and 

real time data 

Detecting multi-class imbalanced 

traffic data to get best accuracy 

Network traffic Deep learning techniques, parallel 

cross CNN. 

[94] Different 

malware 

honeypot Dataset, 

NCHCmalware, GNU 

Growth data volume, variety and 

complexity in malware attack 

Network traffic Using CNN algorithm find 

malicious or benign code 

[95] Different 

cyber attacks 

Using five 

real-world datasets 

Data set long-range dependence 

and high nonlinearity  

Real-world net 

cyber attack 

Develop a DL by utilizing the 

BRNN with LSTM algorithms 

[96] 14 types 

of attacks 

CICIDS2017 

UNSW_NB15 

-Big data through device sensors. 

-Cyber attack predictions 

Network traffic EM algorithm then K clustered 

dataset and Developing DNN. 

[97] More 

than 14 

attacks 

CICIDS-2017, 

UNSW-NB15, industrial 

control system datasets 

-Attackers behaviors change 

-Pointing one algorithm for 

detecting attacks 

ALICEperforman

ce at University 

of Leicester 

Testing 6 ML and 6 DL algorithms 

with big 3 types of data sets. 

RF algorithm has best performance. 

[98] Different 

types of 

Attacks 

Spambase, Twitter, 

Enron, NSL-KDD, 

Malware, KDD CUP99 

-Detecting zero-day attacks. 

-Evaluate which ML algorithm 

suitable for which type of attacks 

Network traffic -Used DBN, DT and SVM 

-Various learning DL models are 

being used 

[99] Phishing 

on URLs 

taken from e-commerce 

website 

Identify phishing or legitimate web 

page  

URLs, deceive 

website, email 

using DLtechniques (CNN) with 

high accuracy. 
[100] 10 types 

of attacks 

NSL_KDD -Detect unknown attacks. 

-Extract different features 

Network traffic Novel method of zero-shot learning 

based on sparse AE 
[101] Jamming, 

DDoS 

a real telecom dataset -Distributed detection, on 5G  

-detect unknown attacks 

wireless 

communicatios 

New detection system based on 

hierarchical RL algorithms. 
[102] DDoS Modern DDoS Dataset  Detect novel attack of DDoS IDS on network PCA and genetic programming 
[103] Web 

attack 

CSE-CICIDS2018. -Big data imbalance classes 

-Evaluate ML algorithms 

Website on net DT, RF, CB, LGB, XGB, NB, LR 

[104] Zero-day, 

real time 

attack 

CICIDS18 and real data -Detetect unknown attack, 

vulnerabilities of a software  

vulnerabilities 

of a software or 

system opens 

Built robust detection model in two 

phase signature generation and 

evaluation phase HVA, LVA 
[105] DDoS UNSW-NB15, NSL-KDD Expanding the scope of DDoS  Network traffic DL (LSTM) and SVD algorithms. 
[106] Unknown UNSWNB15 time detection of unknown attack Network traffic DNN-BLSTM sequence learning 
[107] New 

malware 

Malimg, Microsoft 

BIG2015, Malevis  

Traditional AI, ML algorithm not 

effective in detecting new malware 

cybersecurity 

domain on ntetwork 

Novel hybrid DL architecture 
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